
If you are ready

for the lesson

let’s

start





Every country has

The wider we roam the welcomer home

like home

its customs

home is bestEast or West,

There’s no place









Adventure is necessary for 

us all. It keeps people from 

growing stale and old; it 

develops  our imagination, 

it gives us movement and 

change which are 

necessary to our life.



Cinquain

Travelling

unforgettable marvelous

to enjoy to relax to walk

The way to escape from everyday life

journey





Transport



Going abroad: what is more
pros or cons?

Discover new places, miss you friends, help

to become more educated person, improve

knowledge of foreign language, wait at

airports, depend on the weather, have to

thing about accommodation and food,

broaden your mind, many places are

polluted, teach people about art and culture,

help to relax, beaches are always

overcrowded, the most fantastic place is

home, meet interesting people, see world

wonders.



I like traveling because it (1) _______ my outlook and helps me to 

understand other cultures. I think that I’m already an experienced 

traveler. First of all everything should be well planned. I’m not an 

adult yet so I travel with my parents. This year we decided to go to 

Britain. At first we went to a (2) _______ that helped us to arrange 

our journey. They (3) ________ for us an (4) _______ in a British 

hotel and booked us a (5) ________ ticket. Then we packed our 

(6) ________ and (7) ______ at the airport. We stayed in a small 

hotel near London. It offered us a wide range of different activities: 

(8) _______ and (9) ________ for those who (10)________. 

(11)_______ is offered for those who want to get to remote places 

and are fond of scenic routes. Those who want (12) _______ their 

holiday but (13) ________ can buy a (14)________ which is a 

cheap way to see almost everything.



Communicative task
You and your classmate are discussing the 

best way of spending your summer holidays. 

You would like to have holidays with a 

difference and go abroad. But your friend 

thinks you’ll get the best of your holidays if 

you stay in your own country. Discuss the 

pros and cons of going abroad of staying in 

the native country. Come to an agreement. 



Improve your grammar

Translate the following sentences 

using Past Simple or Past Progressive.

1. Я был в Лондоне прошлым летом.

2. Месяц назад я посетила Большой театр.
3. Пока он упаковывал свой чемодан, его 
сестра разговаривала с подругой.
4. Когда они звонили заграницу, его сестра 
ехала в аэропорт.
5. Она боялась опоздать на поезд, поэтому 
взяла такси.



Listening comprehension
Misha: How are we going to get to England? 

Rob: The cheapest way is … . Eurolines go all over Europe.

M.: But how can we … England by bus? England is an island.

R.: Oh, that’s not a problem. In France the bus … . It is a big boat, which can carry buses, 

cars  and people. 

M.: How … is the bus then?

R.: … is £ 52 if … and £ 148 if you are older.

M.: That’s really cheap! I am 12. … .

R.: I don’t know. … .

M.: What about… ? 

R.: It is … It took me only three and a half hours… But it was … ! I paid £ 350 for … with 

British Airways.

M.: And what about…? 

R.: I don’t think it’s a good idea. It will take… to get to England by train and it is … .

Words and phrases:

We must find out; the fastest way; expensive; more expensive than the bus; a long 

time; get to; goes on a ferry; How long does it take?; the plane; by bus; much; to get 

to Russia from England; a return ticket; you are 12 years old; a single ticket; the 

train.



Thank you for the 
lesson.

Good-Bye


